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ABSTRACT: Sudden polarization (SP) is one of the manifes-
tations of electron transfer in the electronically excited states of
molecules. Proposed initially to explain the unusual reactivity of
photoexcited olefins, SP often occurs in the excited states of
molecules possessing strongly correlated diradical ground state.
Theoretical description of SP involves mixing between the singly
excited and the doubly excited zwitterionic states, which makes it
inaccessible with the use of the popular linear-response time-
dependent density functional theory methods. In this work, an
extended variant of the state-interaction state-averaged spin-
restricted ensemble-referenced Kohn−Sham (SI-SA-REKS, or SSR) method is applied to study SP in a number of organic
diradical systems. To this end, the analytical derivative formalism is derived and implemented for the SSR(3,2) method (see the
main text for explanation of the acronym), which enables the automatic geometry optimization and obtains the relaxed density
matrices as well as the electron binding energies and respective Dyson’s orbitals. Application of the new method to SP in the lowest
singlet excited state of ethylene agrees with the results obtained previously with the use of multireference methods of wavefunction
theory. A number of interesting manifestations of SP are observed, such as the charge transfer in photoexcited tetramethyleneethene
(TME) diradical mediated by the vibrational motion and conductivity switching in the excited state of a donor−acceptor dyad
placed in an external electric field.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electron transfer is a physicochemical process that occurs in
ground as well as electronically excited states of molecules and
solids and is implicated, inter alia, in organic chemistry,1

photovoltaics,2,3 molecular electronics,4−6 etc. One of the
manifestations of electron transfer in excited states is the so-
called sudden polarization (SP),7−13 a phenomenon that was
first proposed to explain an unusual electrophilic reactivity of
photoexcited olefins.14,15

The early theoretical analysis of the excited states of
ethylenethe simplest olefinrevealed that SP occurs at ca.
90° of torsion about the double bond as the result of mixing
between two zwitterionic electronic configurations known as V
and Z (or Z1 and Z2);

8,9 see Scheme 1. The ground electronic
state of 90° twisted ethylene has pronounced diradical
characteristics,16,17 and this results in energetic proximity of
the V and Z configurations, which become coupled due to a
geometric distortion.8,9 Many other molecular systems, where
SP occurs, display similar characteristics of the ground and
excited electronic states.7−13

The accurate computational description of SP requires the
inclusion of multiconfigurational effects already in the ground
electronic state. Besides that, as the Z configuration is doubly
excited with respect to the ground electronic state, the genuine
multireference description should be provided for the excited
states as well. Although such a description is provided by the

multiconfigurational methods of wavefunction theory, such as
MRSDCI18−20 or CASPT2,21,22 these methods become too
expensive for larger molecules.
Kohn−Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT)23,24

provides a cheaper alternative to the methods of wavefunction
theory; however, its extension to the domain of excited states,
the linear-response (LR) time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)
methodology,25,26 does not explicitly include doubly excited
electronic configurations.27 Together with the inability of
TDDFT to describe the excited states of molecules with
multiconfigurational ground states, e.g., diradicals or molecules
with dissociating bonds,26−29 and problems with the accurate
description of charge-transfer excited states,30−33 this fact
implies that LR-TDDFT cannot offer the proper description of
SP.
Besides various alternatives to the standard LR-TDDFT

methodology,34−37 the spin-restricted ensemble-referenced KS
(REKS) method38 and its extensions to the domain of excited-
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state calculations29,39−41 offer a low-cost substitute for the
multireference ab initio methods. Originally designed to treat
multiconfigurational systems where the nondynamic electron
correlation arises in the space of two electrons distributed in
two fractionally occupied orbitals (i.e., two-configurational
systems), the methodology was later extended to larger active
spaces.42−46 In particular, an extended REKS-type method42,43

offers a very accurate description of the charge-transfer excited
states, which makes it an attractive alternative to the methods
of wavefunction theory.
One of the factors restricting the applicability of the REKS-

type methods was the absence of the analytic energy gradients
of the ground and excited states beyond the simplest two-
electron two-orbital implementation.47 Here, the analytical
energy derivatives formalism will be presented for the REKS-
type method, in which more than two electronic configurations
are included into the description.42 The developed method-
ology will be applied to study SP in the lowest singlet excited
states of a number of molecular systems, in which the ground
electronic state displays pronounced diradical characteristics.
In particular, ethylene, as a paradigmatic example of SP, will be
addressed as well as the tetramethyleneethene (TME) diradical
and the tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ-
TTF) donor−acceptor dyad. In the latter dyad, the diradical
ground state arises as the result of electron transfer driven by
an external electric field. For all cases, the electronic structure
will be analyzed with the aid of Dyson’s orbitals,48,49 which,
inter alia, should assist in discriminating between the open-
shell and closed-shell characteristics of the targeted electronic
states.

2. METHODOLOGY

In the following, the REKS methodology and its extensions in
the form of the state-averaged REKS (SA-REKS) and the state-
interaction SA-REKS (SI-SA-REKS, or SSR) will be briefly
described. These methodologies have been developed over the
past two decades and detailed derivation of their main
equations can be found in a number of publications.29,38−41

The REKS methodology employs ensemble DFT (eDFT)
(1) to introduce strong nondynamic electron correlation into
the KS DFT description and (2) to obtain the excited states
from a variational time-independent formalism. eDFT for
ground electronic states50 is used to represent the density and
the energy of a multireference electronic state in a form that
conforms with the occurrence of the fractional occupation
numbers of several frontier KS orbitals51−53 and avoids
introducing spurious interactions.54 The Gross−Oliveira−
Kohn (GOK) formulation of the variational principle for
ensembles of the ground and excited electronic states55 is
utilized in the SA-REKS and SSR formalisms to obtain
excitation energies in a manner similar to the widely used SA
complete active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF)
methodology.56,57 The derivation of the energy functional in
REKS is detailed in refs41−43, and the principles exposed in
these references were later used by Gould and Pittalis58 to
derive the exact form of the Hartree-exchange energy in eDFT.
The SA-REKS and SSR methods operate with charge-neutral

excitations, i.e., excitations due to transitions between the
occupied and unoccupied orbitals. An alternative implementa-
tion of GOK-eDFT operates with charged excitations, i.e.,
excitations due to the orbital ionizations.59,60 As the use of
charge-neutral excitations in SA-REKS/SSR does not allow us
to obtain the ionization (electron addition and/or electron
removal) energies from differentiation of the ensemble energy

Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of the V (Z1) and Z (Z2) Singlet Excited States of Ethylene

Scheme 2. Schematic Representation of the Electronic Configurations Included in the SSR(2,2) and SSR(3,2) Methods
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functional with respect to the ensemble weights, the ionization
energies are obtained with the use of the extended Koopmans’
theorem (EKT),61 which is implemented in the EKT-SSR
methodology.62,63 Hence, the SA-REKS and SSR formalisms
cover both types of excitations, neutral and charged.
Presently, the REKS/SA/SSR methods are implemented for

systems with two29,38,40,41 or four44−46 fractionally occupied
KS orbitals containing in total two or four active electrons,
respectively; i.e., the (2,2) and (4,4) active spaces. These active
spaces are sufficient to describe the dissociation of single and
double chemical bonds; however, further extension of the
methodology to larger active spaces is possible along the
guidelines laid out in ref44. Analytic energy gradients are
available for the REKS method, for the averaged state of the
SA-REKS method,38,45 and for the individual states of the SA-
REKS(2,2) and SSR(2,2) methods.47 For the SSR(4,4)
methodology,46 the analytic energy gradients of the individual
states have not yet been implemented.
As the method presented in this article is an extension of the

SSR(2,2) method, only the latter method will be described in
the following. In the SSR(2,2) method, the GOK variational
principle55 is applied to minimize the energy of an ensemble of
two states, where the ground electronic state is represented by
a perfectly spin-paired singlet (PPS) electronic configuration
and an excited state by an open-shell singlet (OSS)
configuration;40,41,44 see Scheme 2 for a pictorial representa-
tion of the configurations. For all of the configurations in
Scheme 2, the energy expression can be written as41,43,44

∑ ∑ρ ρ= [ ] =α β

= =

E C E C, ; 1X

L

L

L
X

L L
L

L

L
X

1 1

max max

(1)

where X = PPS, OSS, and the coefficients CL
X depend on the

fractional occupation numbers (FONs) na and nb of the active
orbitals; see refs38, 40, 41, 46, 47 and the Supporting
Information for detailed formulas of CL

X. The densities of the
microstates (σ = α, β denotes the spin)

∑ρ φ= | |σ σnr r( ) ( )L
q

q L q

occ

,
2

(2)

are calculated using a common set of orbitals φq(r) and the
integer and fixed occupation numbers nq,L

σ defined for each
microstate;38,40,41,46,47 see the Supporting Information for
more details. For the OSS state, the CL

OSS coefficients are fixed
by spin-symmetry, and for the PPS state, the CL

PPS coefficients
are obtained by variational optimization of the respective
FONs; see ref43 and pp 107−108 of ref41 for the derivation.
In the SA-REKS(2,2) method, the ensemble of the PPS and

OSS states

= +

+ =

−E w E w E

w w 1

SA REKS
PPS 0

PPS
OSS 1

OSS

PPS OSS (3)

is optimized with respect to the FONs and the KS orbitals; the
latter are subject to the orthonormality constraints. The
extension of the ensemble in eq 3 to include more states is
straightforward, and a few examples were described in refs40,
46.
Application of the general open-shell self-consistent field

(SCF) formalism64−70 to eq 3 results in a set of one-electron
equations71,72

∑φ φ ε̂ =f F r r( ) ( )q q q
p

occ

p pq
(4)

for the KS orbitals φq(r). In eq 4, fq = nq/2 is the FON of
φq(r), εpq are the Lagrange multipliers for the orthonormality
constraints, and the one-electron Fock operators F̂q are defined
as

∑ ∑̂ = ̂
σ

σ σF
f

C n F
1

2q
q L

L

L
SA

q L L,

max

(5)

with the Fock operators F̂L
σ of the individual microstates given

by

∫∑ ∑
φ φ

̂ = ̂ +
* ′ ′

| − ′|
′ +σ

σ

σ σF h n V
r r

r r
dr r

( ) ( )
( )L

q
q L

q q
xc L, ,

(6)

where Vxc,L
σ (r) is the (local, nonlocal, hybrid, or range-

separated) exchange-correlation potential.
Equation 4 is solved by the use of the coupling operator

technique,69,70 where the matrix of the coupling operator

̂ =
̂ − ̂

−
F

f F f F

f fqp
q q p p

q p (7)

is repeatedly diagonalized until the convergence (of the energy
and the density matrix) is reached. When the orbitals are
converged, the following conditions are fulfilled

ε ε φ φ φ φ∀ = ⇒ ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩ = ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩p q f F f F, ; pq qp p q q q q p p p (8)

for the elements of the Lagrangian matrix in eq 4;69 i.e., the
Lagrangian matrix becomes hermitian (symmetric). However,
the off-diagonal Lagrange multipliers between the orbitals with
different occupations do not vanish.73 Generally, the Lagrange
matrix in open-shell SCF methodologies does not become
diagonal upon convergence69 and the eigenfunctions of eq 4
are not the canonical orbitals satisfying the Koopmans’
theorem.74

Equation 4 provides the exact variational minimum of the
ensemble energy in eq 3 with respect to the orbitals. Although
eq 3 is formulated in connection with the approximate
expressions for the energies of the ensemble components, PPS
and OSS, the use of the exact (unknown, so far) density
functional for the ground and excited-state energies in eq 3
should not alter the algebraic form of eq 4. As long as the
unknown functional remains differentiable with respect to the
density and/or orbitals, only the expressions for the Fock
operators F̂q will be modified; however, they can always be
represented by eqs 5 and 6 by putting all of the unknown
constituents in the exchange-correlation potential.
In the SA-REKS method, the solutions of eq 4 are obtained

with the use of the coupling operator technique69,70 and they
satisfy the Hellmann−Feynman theorem,75 thus furnishing the
true variational minimum of the ensemble energy in eqs 1 and
3. Recently, in the context of the eDFT methodology, Gould
and Kronik76 have arrived at the same equation as eq 4.
However, no exact solution of this equation was obtained in
ref76. Furthermore, the ensemble energy defined in eq 3 is
identical to eq 36a of ref76 provided that the PPS energy (see
Scheme 2) is replaced by a single KS determinant. As, by
contrast to a single KS determinant, the PPS configuration is
capable of describing the ground state of a molecule with
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dissociating bond, the SA-REKS and SSR methods produce an
accurate description of the excited states of such mole-
cules,29,41 thus offering a wider range of applications than the
method of Gould and Kronik.
Having obtained the SA-REKS orbitals by solving eq 4 the

energies of the PPS and the OSS configurations can be
computed using eq 1. In eq 3, the PPS and OSS configurations
are assumed to be uncoupled and, hence, they represent the S0
and S1 states. Although this assumption is valid in some
symmetric systems,39,41,43 the interaction between these
configurations becomes nonvanishing when the symmetry is
lifted. Hence, in the SSR(2,2) method,39 the variational
optimization of the KS orbitals and their FONs is followed by
solving a simple 2 × 2 secular problem

Δ

Δ
=

E

E

a a
a a

E

E

a a
a a

0

0
0
PPS

01
SA

01
SA

1
OSS

00 01

10 11

0

1

00 01

10 11

i

k

jjjjjjj
y

{

zzzzzzz
i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz

i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz
i
k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz

(9)

to include interaction between the PPS and the OSS electronic
configurations. In eq 9, E0

PPS and E1
OSS are the energies obtained

in the SA-REKS(2,2) orbital optimization and the interstate
coupling element Δ01

SA is calculated using the SA-REKS(2,2)
Lagrangian matrix element εab

SA between the active orbitals φa
and φb as

εΔ = −n n( )a b ab01
SA SA

(10)

where na and nb are the FONs of the active orbitals.39,41,44

Equation 10 was derived39,41,44 by the application of the
Slater−Condon rules to a system of nearly noninteracting
electrons followed by integration with respect to the electron-
electron interaction strength; see pp 113−115 of ref41 for
details of derivation.
Although the SSR(2,2) method provides an accurate

description of the ground and the lowest excited singlet states
for a wide class of molecular systems, e.g., diradicals,62,63

extended π-conjugated molecules,77 charge-transfer com-
plexes,42,78,79 its flexibility in describing the excited states,
especially when the ground state has pronounced multi-
reference characteristics, is considerably improved by including
into the SSR secular equation a doubly excited singlet (DES)
electronic configuration shown in Scheme 2.42

Indeed, when na = nb in the ground state, the fractionally
occupied orbitals φa and φb can be transformed as φ′a = (φa +
φb)/√2 and φ′b = (φa −φb)/√2 such that the new electronic
configurations Φ′PPS = 1/√2|...φ′aφ̅′b⟩+ 1/√2|...φ̅′bφ̅′a⟩,
Φ′OSS = 1/√2|...φ′aφ̅′a⟩− 1/√2|...φ′bφ̅′b⟩, and Φ′DES = 1/
√2|...φ′aφ̅′a⟩+ 1/√2|...φ′bφ̅′b⟩ become equivalent to the
respective configurations shown in Scheme 2.16,42 If the new
frontier orbitals φ′a and φ′b are localized on distinct fragments
(or atoms), the Φ′PPS, Φ′OSS, and Φ′DES configurations can be
easily identified as the covalent (N), the out-of-phase (V, or
Z1), and the in-phase (Z, or Z2) zwitterionic Lewis structures,
respectively.16,17 Hence, mixing between Φ′OSS and Φ′DES (or,
equivalently, between the unprimed configurations) will result
in localization of the electron density on the individual
fragments (or atoms) without necessitating such a localization
in the ground electronic state given predominantly by
ΦPPS′;42,43 this is precisely what is needed to describe SP of
the excited states.8,9,12

In the 3SI-2SA-REKS (SSR(3,2)) method,42,43 the following
secular equation

Δ

Δ Δ

Δ

=

E

E

E

a a a
a a a
a a a

E

E

E

a a a
a a a
a a a
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i

k

jjjjjjjjj

y

{

zzzzzzzzz
(11)

is solved, where the new coupling element Δ12
SA is given by42,43

εΔ = +n n( )a b ab12
SA SA

(12)

which was derived in the same way as eq 10. Note that, in eq
11, the coupling element between the PPS and the DES
configurations (see Scheme 2) vanishes, as these configurations
are obtained from solving a 2 × 2 secular equation in the space
of the |...φaφa

−⟩ and |...φbφb
−⟩ configurations.38,42−44 The DES

configuration is not included in the SA-REKS ensemble 3 for
orbital optimization, as, in the majority of situations when na ≈
2 and nb ≈ 0, the DES configuration lies high above the PPS
and OSS configurations and its inclusion in the orbital
optimization may deteriorate the description of the low-lying
electronic states. However, the situations when DES becomes
nearly degenerate with OSS, correspond to diradical(oid)
ground electronic states, i.e., na ≈ nb ≈ 1, which are sufficiently
accurately approximated by the PPS configuration. As PPS
spans the same electronic configurations as DES, i.e., the
lowest energy closed-shell configuration and the straight
double excitation from it, it is not expected that including
DES in eq 3 should result in considerable alteration of the
optimized orbitals.
In ref42, the SSR(3,2) method was applied to study electron

transfer in the excited states of organic donor−acceptor
systems. For the vertical excitation energies to the states with
charge-transfer characteristics in a series of Ar-TCNE
adducts,80 the SSR(3,2) method considerably outperformed42

the standard linear-response TD-DFT, even when the latter
was used with the individually tuned range-separated density
functionals32 and SSR(3,2) employed the standard hybrid
functionals (e.g., BH&HLYP).
However, the development and implementation of the

SSR(3,2) method was incomplete, as the analytical derivatives
of the energies of the individual states were not available. The
absence of the relaxed density matrix for the individual states47

restricted the ability of the method to describe the electron
density distributions. In this work, the analytical energy
derivatives formalism of ref47 is extended to the individual
states of the SSR(3,2) method. This enables calculation of the
analytic energy gradients and the relaxed density matrices of
the individual states, as well as the ionization energies and the
respective Dyson orbitals from the EKT-SSR formalism.62,63

Hence, the developed SSR(3,2) analytical derivatives formal-
ism enables a detailed description of the phenomena occurring
in the ground and excited states.
Using the solutions of eq 11, the energy of an individual

state from SSR(3,2) is

= + + + Δ

+ Δ

E a E a E a E a a

a a

2

2
k k k k k k

k k

SSR(3,2)
0
2

0
PPS

1
2

1
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2
2

2
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0 1 01
SA

1 2 12
SA

(13)
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where k labels the respective root of eq 11. Differentiation of
eq 13 with respect to an external perturbation λ (a nuclear
coordinate, or an external field) results in

λ λ λ λ

λ λ

∂
∂

=
∂

∂
+

∂
∂

+
∂

∂

+
∂Δ

∂
+

∂Δ
∂

E
a

E
a

E
a

E

a a a a2 2

k
k k k

k k k k

SSR(3,2)

0
2 0

PPS

1
2 1

OSS

2
2 2

DES

0 1
01
SA

1 2
12
SA

(14)

where, due to the Hellmann−Feynman theorem,75 the
contribution of the derivatives of the coefficients akl vanishes.
The derivatives of the PPS and OSS configurations and the
derivative of the Δ01

SiA coupling element were already described
in ref47; see also the Supporting Information. As the DES
configuration is related to the PPS configuration (Scheme 2)
and the Δ01

SA and Δ12
SA matrix elements, cf. eqs 10 and 12, differ

only slightly, their derivatives can be obtained by modifying the
expressions for ∂E0

PPS/∂λ and ∂Δ01
SA/∂λ; see the Supporting

Information.
After several rearrangements, eq 14 transforms to

λ
∂

∂
= − ̃λ λE

D h Wtr
1
2

tr Sk k k
SSR(3,2)

(15a)

∑ ∑ ∑
λ

+ ̃ ∂′
∂

−
σ

σ σ λC
E

C R Ttr
L

L
k L

e

L
L
SA k

L L
e

2
, (2 )

(15b)

where Dk is the relaxed density matrix of the SSR(3,2) state k
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and W̃k is the effective Lagrangian matrix in the basis of the
eigenfunctions (orbitals) of eq 4

∑̃ = ̃ ϵ + ϵ − +W C Q Q( ) 2( )pq
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k p

pq
L q

pq
L k

pq
k

pq
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(17)

In eqs 15a, 16, and 17, the modified ensemble weighting
factors C̃L

k , the matrices kRL
σ, kQ(1), and kQ(2) depend on the

response vector Z obtained from solving the coupled-
perturbed (CP) REKS eqs47 and their expressions can be
found in the Supporting Information. In eq 15b, the terms
∂′EL

2e/∂λ and TL
σ,λ(2e) contain the derivatives of the two-electron

integrals (prime in the ∂′/∂λ symbol means that only the
integrals need to be differentiated and not the density matrix
elements) and of the exchange-correlation potential; their
expressions can be found in the Supporting Information and in
ref47. In eq 17, pϵpq

L and qϵpq
L are the elements of the partial

Fock matrices of the L-th microstate, eq 6

∑ϵ = ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩
σ

σ σp n F qp
pq
L

p L L,
(18)

and these coefficients constitute the main contribution to the
molecular Lagrangian W̃pq

k .
The relaxed density matrix Dk is the proper one-electron

density matrix for the SSR(3,2) individual state k, as it yields
the correct first-order properties, e.g., the dipole moment, by
taking the trace of its product with the matrix of the respective
one-electron operator;81 the correctness can be asserted by the
Hellmann−Feynman theorem. By analogy with the SA-
CASSCF methodology,57 the matrix W̃k in eqs 15a and 17
can be identified as the Lagrangian matrix of the individual
state k. If the state k was obtained fully self-consistently (i.e.,
the orbitals were variationally optimized for the given state),

then W̃k would become the Lagrangian matrix in the one-
electron equations and eq 15a would recover the usual analytic
gradient of the variationally obtained energy.82

The availability of both matrices, the relaxed density matrix
Dk and the orbital Lagrangian W̃k, enables obtaining the
ionization energies, as well as the electron affinities, from
EKT.61 EKT states that the ionization energies and the
respective Dyson orbitals are the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors of the Lagrangian projected onto the eigenvectors
of the (relaxed) density matrix,61 i.e., they are obtained from
solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem83

ε̃ =W C D Ck k k k k (19)

In eq 19, εk are the (negative of the) ionization energies for the
individual state k and Ck are the respective Dyson orbitals. The
electron affinities can be obtained from a similar equation
modified using the electron−hole symmetry.83,84 The square
norm of Dyson’s orbital

γ| | = †C D D Ctr(( ) )k
k k k k2

(20)

yields the pole strength of the respective ionization,83 which is
related to the probability of ionization.85−87 The EKT-SSR
method for obtaining the Dyson orbitals and their energies was
already implemented in refs62, 63, and here, this method is
extended to SSR(3,2).
In the following, analysis of the electronic structure of the

ground and excited states of the target compounds will be
carried out in terms of Dyson’s orbitals. The use of Dyson’s
orbitals offers a number of advantages before the alternative
types of orbitals, such as, e.g., the natural orbitals (NO).88 In
contrast to purely mathematical constructs, such as NO, the
Dyson orbitals are experimentally verifiable89−91 and they have
the respective electron binding energies.85,87 Furthermore, the
Dyson orbitals can be used to develop a consistent orbital
picture of any (strongly or weakly correlated) many-electron
system.85,87,91 Thus, the total density and the total energy of a
many-electron system can be expressed in a form resembling
the usual mean-field expressions85,87

∑ γ ϕ ϕ′ = | | * ′D r r r r( , ) ( ) ( )
k

k k k
2

(21)

∑ γ ϕ ϕ ε= | | ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩ +E h
1
2

( )
k

k k k k
2

1
(22)

where ϕk(r) are the Dyson orbitals normalized on the usual
space metric, εk are the respective electron binding energies,
and ĥ1 is the one-electron Hamiltonian operator (the sum of
the electron kinetic energy and the electron-nuclear attraction
energy operators). Hence, the norms |γk|

2 enter eqs 21 and 22
as the “occupations” of the respective Dyson orbitals.85,87 The
existence of the electron binding energies allows us to quantify
the effect of the orbital relaxation caused, e.g., by the electronic
excitation. Such an analysis is impossible with the use of NOs.
The described analytical derivatives formalism for the

SSR(3,2) method was implemented in a locally modified
version of the GAMESS-US program.92 The correctness of the
implementation of the analytic gradient and the relaxed density
matrix was tested by comparing with the respective numeric
derivatives. All of the calculations reported in the following
employ the BH&HLYP density functional.93 The use of a
functional with large fraction of the exact exchange, such as
BH&HLYP, mitigates the erroneous self-interaction error of
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the approximate density functionals, and this is beneficial for
obtaining chemically correct computational predictions. When
solving the SA-REKS SCF equations (eq 4), the wPPS weighting
factor was set to its default value of 0.5.29

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, the described formalism will be applied to
study the ground and excited states of several systems, where
SP occurs in the lowest excited singlet state. In particular, the
SSR(3,2) method will be applied to the 90° twisted ethylene,
the TME diradical, and the TCNQ-TTF donor−acceptor
dyad. The 90° ethylene and TME are two examples of
molecular systems, in which the ground electronic state
displays very strong diradical characteristics. The TCNQ-
TTF dyad is prone to electron transfer, when placed in an
electric field, and in this system, a transition from the closed-
shell ground state (no or very weak electric field) to the open-
shell ground state (stronger field initiating the transfer) can be
investigated.
3.1. Ethylene. SP in the lowest excited state of olefins7−9

was proposed on the basis of an unusual electrophilic reactivity
of cyclohexene and cycloheptene typical for ground-state
cationic molecules.14,15 Larger cyclic olefins (e.g., cyclooctene)
or acyclic olefins underwent cis−trans isomerization and
smaller cyclic olefins (e.g., cyclopentene) engaged in radical
reactions.14,15 As ethylene is the simplest olefin, SP in its
singlet excited state was studied theoretically by Bonacǐc-́
Koutecky ́ et al.8 and Brooks and Schaefer9 and it was
established that (1) the polarization does indeed sets in very
rapidly (hence, it is sudden), (2) it is mediated by geometric
and/or structural distortion, e.g., pyramidalization of one of the
methylene groups, away from the highly symmetric 90°-twisted
geometry, and (3) it is caused by mixing between the two
zwitterionic singlet excited states, colloquially known as V and
Z (or Z1 and Z2);

8,9 see Scheme 1.

Indeed, as was mentioned above, the S0 state of 90°-twisted
ethylene is a pure diradical singlet state and the two lowest
excited singlets display pronounced zwitterionic character-
istics.16,17 As the two excited states become (nearly)
degenerate at the 90°-twisted geometry, any mixing between
them results in localization of the π-electron pair on one of the
CH2 groups. At the perfect D2d geometry, coupling between
the V and Z states vanishes; however, a geometric distortion
(pyramidalization) or a chemical substitution breaks the
symmetry and the two states become coupled.8,9

Bonac ̌ic-́Koutecky ́ et al.8 and Brooks and Schaefer9

investigated the charge localization in the excited state of
90°-twisted ethylene using multiconfigurational SCF followed
by a short configuration interaction procedure. In both works,
a rapid accumulation of negative charge was found on the
pyramidalized CH2 group. Here, the charge localization due to
pyramidalization of one of the carbon atoms in 90°-twisted
ethylene is studied by the SSR(3,2) method in connection with
the BH&HLYP density functional93 and the 6-31G* basis
set,94 i.e., the SSR(3,2)/BH&HLYP/6-31G* method.
First, a rigid scan of the S0 and the S1 states of 90°-twisted

ethylene was performed along pyramidalization of one of the
CH2 groups. The geometry was optimized in the S1 state at the
90° of torsion (D2d group) and all of the geometric parameters
were kept fixed except the out-of-plane bending of the right
CH2 group (see Figure 1). Along the pyramidalization path,
the S0 and S1 energies vary only a little, the S0 energy increases
from 72.9 to 88.0 kcal/mol and the S1 energy decreases from
125.9 to 117.3 kcal/mol. Although the energy variations seem
rather small, the electronic density in the excited state
undergoes a rapid change, where the negative charge of ca.
−0.38 accumulates on the pyramidalized CH2 group after φ ≈
20°. Generally, this is consistent with the analysis of Bonacǐc-́
Koutecky ́ et al.,8 who reported the charge separation (twice the
charge accumulation) of 0.72 at 15° of pyramidalization in

Figure 1. Rigid scan along pyramidalization angle (φ) of the 90°-twisted ethylene molecule. The geometry was optimized at the D2d symmetry
(90° of torsion); the key bond lengths are shown. (a) Relative energies (kcal/mol) of the S0 (blue) and S1 (red) states as a function of the
pyramidalization angle. The relative energies are obtained with respect to the ground-state equilibrium energy. (b) Mulliken charge on the
pyramidalized CH2 group in the S0 (blue) and S1 (red) states. (c) Frontier Dyson orbitals in the S0 state of ethylene. The respective electron
binding energy (eBE, eV) and the square norm |γ|2 of Dyson’s orbital are shown in dependence of the pyramidalization angle φ. The insets show
the shape of Dyson’s orbitals. (d) Same as (c) for the S1 state of ethylene.
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their two-configurational SCF computation followed by a
limited configuration interaction.
The ground electronic state in Figure 1 is biradical and is

quite resilient to charge separation caused by the pyramidaliza-
tion; at φ = 60°, only a minute charge depletion of 0.03 occurs
on the pyramidalized CH2 group. The biradical characteristic
of the ground state can be seen in the fractional norms (|γ|2 ∼
0.5) of the frontier Dyson orbitals; the latter correspond to π-
type orbitals localized on each of the CH2 groups (see the
insets in Figure 1c). The fractional Dyson norms occur in the
multiconfigurational states,62,86 and are related to the FONs of
the respective natural orbitals (see eq 19). In the S0 state, the
two frontier Dyson orbitals remain fractionally normalized
along the whole pyramidalization path and the electron
binding energy (eBE) of the orbital located on the
pyramidalized carbon atom shifts to smaller energies and the
Dyson orbital on the opposite carbon is slightly (by ca. 1 eV)
stabilized.
In the excited state, the Dyson orbitals undergo substantial

reorganization along the pyramidalization path. At the
beginning of the path, both orbitals have the same (∼0.5)
fractional norms. As the pyramidalization angle increases, the
orbital located on the planar (sp2) carbon atom rapidly shifts
to lower eBEs and its norm fades away. The Dyson orbital on
the pyramidalized carbon is stabilized by pyramidalization and
its norm increases from ∼0.5 to ∼1, thus indicating the

formation of a lone pair on the pyramidalized atom. Hence,
mixing between the V and Z electronic configurations (see
Scheme 1) leads to a strong localization of the charge on one
end of the molecule and to stabilization of the respective
orbital. The energy of the Dyson orbital located on the
pyramidalized atom varies from 6.81 eV at zero pyramidaliza-
tion angle to 7.34 eV at φ = 60°; i.e., stabilization of the orbital
is 0.53 eV (12.1 kcal/mol), slightly less than stabilization of the
total energy of the S1 state by 15.1 kcal/mol (see Figure 1a).
Although the pronounced charge separation along the

simple pyramidalization path in the excited state of ethylene
helps to explain the propensity of the electronically excited
olefins to engage in ionic reactions,12,15,16 it seems worth
inspecting the occurrence of SP along a more realistic
minimum energy path (MEP) connecting the Franck−Condon
(FC) geometry with the minimum energy conical intersection
(MECI) mediating the S1 → S0 nonadiabatic population
transfer.95−97

The equilibrium geometry of the ground-state ethylene and
the geometry of the S1/S0 twisted-pyramidalized MECI were
optimized using the SSR(3,2)/BH&HLYP/6-31G* method
and a MEP connecting the two end geometries in the S1 state
was optimized by the nudged elastic band (NEB) method.98,99

The MEP comprising in total 35 images is shown in Figure 2.
The MEP, seen in Figure 2 as a projection on the (θ,φ)

plane, where θ is the torsion angle and φ is the

Figure 2. MEP connecting the FC geometry with the twisted-pyramidalized MECI geometry. The MEP was optimized in the S1 state using the
NEB method. (a) S1 (red) and S0 (blue) relative energies (ΔE, kcal/mol) along the MEP as functions of the torsion (θ) and pyramidalization (φ)
angles. The thin lines show projections of the MEP on the respective planes. (b) Mulliken charge on the pyramidalized CH2 group in the S1 (red)
and S0 (blue) states. The dots on the MEP projection on the (θ,φ) plane show the intermediate points displayed in (c) and (d). The insets show
the intermediate geometries. (c, d) Energies (eBE, eV) and norms (|γ|2) of the frontier Dyson orbitals along the MEP. (c) S0 state and (d) S1 state.
The insets show the shape of Dyson’s orbitals at the intermediate geometries.
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pyramidalization angle, can be roughly divided into three
segments. The first segment describes torsion about the double
bond from the planar D2h-symmetric conformation to a nearly
perfectly orthogonal conformation reaching the torsion angle θ
≈ 84°. Within this segment, the pyramidalization angle φ
remains nearly zero. The second segment describes predom-
inantly pyramidalization displacement, φ ∈ [0,65]°, θ ∈
[85,90]°. The last segment corresponds to a distortion that can
be vaguely described as tilting of the pyramidalized CH2 group
in such a way that one of the hydrogen atoms approaches the
opposite carbon atom (see the insets in Figure 2). This
distortion is accompanied by a reverse torsion from ca. 90 to
62.8° with the pyramidalization remaining approximately
unchanged. At the end of the last segment, the twisted-
pyramidalized MECI is reached.
The S1 and S0 energies vary rather smoothly along the MEP;

there is a pronounced slope on the S1 surface toward the
MECI geometry (see Figure 2a). The Mulliken charge on the
pyramidalized CH2 group remains nearly constant (≈0) in the
S0 state, and only in the nearest vicinity of the MECI geometry,
a slight charge polarization sets in (see Figure 2b). The CH2
charge in the S1 state remains nearly zero within the first
(torsional) segment of the MEP but undergoes a substantial
variation when the MEP enters the pyramidalization segment.
Within the second MEP segment, the charge rapidly decreases
to −0.36, a value consistent with the polarization observed
during the rigid scan described earlier. When in the third
segment, the magnitude of the charge reduces from −0.36 to
−0.15.
Variation of the characteristics of the electronic states along

the MEP can be monitored by inspecting the Dyson orbitals,
their energies, and norms, shown in Figure 2c,d. The main
characteristic of Dyson’s orbital that reflects whether the
electronic state is closed-shell or open-shell type is the norm
|γ|2 (eq 20). In a closed-shell electronic state, all of the
occupied Dyson orbitals have nearly unit norms, |γ|2 ≈ 1.62,86

However, in an open-shell case, a few frontier Dyson’s orbitals
may have norms strongly deviating from unity.63,86 This can be
easily explained by recalling that a Dyson orbital is the overlap
between the many-electron wavefunctions of the neutral and
ionized molecules.61 Hence, if the neutral molecule is in a
multiconfigurational state and the ion is in a (largely) single-
configurational state, the fractional Dyson norms should result
from the overlap.63,86

The S0 state of ethylene remains predominantly closed-shell
within the first MEP segment until the torsion angle θ ≈ 70°.
This is seen from the |γ|2 values of the frontier Dyson orbitals,
which remain ∼1 for the π Dyson orbital and ∼0 for the π*
Dyson orbital (see Figure 2c). After 70° of torsion, the
multiconfigurational characteristics emerge, which is reflected
in a rapid change of the Dyson norms toward fractional values.
At the end of the first (torsional) MEP segment, the norms of
both frontier orbitals become equal and they remain equal
within the second (pyramidalization) segment of the path.
Hence, along the path, the electronic characteristics of the S0
state undergo variation from the closed-shell type to an open-
shell type.
The S1 state has open-shell characteristics along the first

MEP segment and, when the path enters the second
(pyramidalization) segment, these characteristics rapidly
change to closed shell (see Figure 2d). This is typical for the
electron density accumulation on the pyramidalized CH2
group, as has been already seen in the rigid pyramidalization

scan. The closed-shell characteristics of the S1 state change
quickly back to open shell, when the MEP enters the final
segment leading to the twisted-pyramidalized MECI geometry.
Some deviations from the half-integer Dyson norms in this
segment can be explained by the residual polarization of the
molecule near the MECI geometry (see Figure 2b).
To summarize the ethylene case, at the beginning of the

reaction path toward the S1/S0 conical intersection, the excited
state has pronounced open-shell characteristics. Hence, it
should display propensity to engage in radical reactions. This is
consistent with the experimental observations that short cyclic
olefins (e.g., cyclopentene), where the double-bond torsion
may still take place in the excited state but the pyramidalization
is hindered due to the rigidity of the ring, display primarily free
radical reaction products.14 When pyramidalization becomes
easier in larger rings (cyclohexene, cycloheptene), the major
reactivity of the excited-state olefins changes to ionic. This is
consistent with the obtained electrically polarized closed-shell
characteristics of the S1 state within the second MEP segment
(see Figure 2). Most likely, the further geometric distortion in
these cyclic olefins is restricted and the twisted-pyramidalized
S1/S0 intersection is not easily accessible. However, in larger
cyclic or acyclic olefins, the steric restrictions may be lifted and
the electronically excited molecule, driven by the slope on the
excited-state surface, can reach the MECI geometry and relax
to the ground electronic state. This is consistent with the
experimental observations that such molecules undergo
primarily cis−trans photoisomerization reactions.14 Hence,
the presented theoretical description of the excited-state
ethylene along the FC−MECI path is generally consistent
with the experimental observations.

3.2. Tetramethyleneethene (TME). TME is a disjoint
diradical first discovered by Dowd100 and studied by a variety
of experimental101,102 and theoretical102−107 methods. Its
ground electronic state is commonly described as a super-
position of two non-Kekule ́ structures, which results in
multiconfigurational electronic structure characterized by
closely spaced singlet (S0) and triplet (T1) states.101,102,108

Here, the focus will be not on the S0 and T1 states of TME, but
on its lowest singlet excited state.

Indeed, TME has a strongly multireference ground state,
where the 7a and 6b1 orbitals (D2 symmetry, see Scheme 3)
are fractionally occupied.102,108,109 The S0 potential energy
curve has two minima, planar (D2h symmetry) and 90° twisted
(D2d symmetry) separated by a shallow barrier.105−107,109

Depending on the computational level and the geometry used
in the computations, either planar or 90° twisted conformation
comes out as the global minimum.105−107,109 The T1 state
however has a single minimum on its PES, at ca. 40−45° of
torsion about the central C−C bond.105−107,109

The S0 electronic structure of TME is well approximated by
a PPS-type configuration C1|ϕ6b1 ϕ̅6b1⟩ − C2|ϕ7a ϕ̅7a⟩, where the
coefficients are connected with the orbital fractional
occupation numbers.109 Geometries of the planar and the
90° twisted S0 conformations were optimized by the SSR(3,2)/
BH&HLYP/6-31G* method and the relative energies of these
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conformations are given in Scheme 3. The fractional
occupation numbers of the 7a and 6b1 orbitals obtained
from the relaxed density matrix are 1.295 (7a) and 0.706 (6b1)
for the planar conformation and 0.680 (7a) and 1.321 (6b1)
for the 90° twisted conformation. These occupation numbers
indicate that the S0 state displays pronounced diradical
characteristics.
At the S0 equilibrium geometries, the S1 state occurs at the

energy level ca. 80 kcal/mol above the respective S0 minima
(see Scheme 3). The S1 state electronic structure is dominated
by an OSS-type configuration 1/√2|ϕ6b1 ϕ̅7a⟩ + 1/√2|ϕ7a

ϕ̅6b1⟩, which corresponds to a one-electron excitation in the S0
state. However, at both S0 equilibrium geometries, a DES-type
configuration C2|ϕ6b1 ϕ̅6b1⟩ + C1|ϕ7a ϕ̅7a⟩ lies 2.3 kcal/mol
(planar) and 2.8 kcal/mol (90° twisted) above the S1 state.
Although under the D2h and D2d symmetry (as well as D2) the
OSS and DES configurations are uncoupled, a geometry
distortion that lowers the symmetry should lead to their
mixing.
The equilibrium geometry of TME in the S1 state optimized

by the SSR(3,2)/BH&HLYP/6-31G* method features the C2
symmetry with the CH2 groups on one end of the molecule
(left or right) simultaneously pyramidalized through φ = 21.3°
(see Scheme 3). The CH2 groups on the opposite end of the
molecule remain almost perfectly planar with φ = 0.2°.
A D2 symmetric S1 conformation was also optimized with

the SSR(3,2)/BH&HLYP/6-31G* method; however, this
conformation is not a local minimum, but a transition state
(TS) connecting two equivalent C2 symmetric S1 minima (see
Figure 3). At the D2 conformation, all of the CH2 groups are
slightly pyramidalized with φ = 2.03°. Vibrational analysis at

the TS geometry yields a single imaginary vibrational mode (b1
irrep) shown in Figure 3.
Although it might be expected that the D2 conformation

would be the true minimum on the S1 PES, mixing between
the OSS and the DES electronic configurations enabled by the
symmetry distortion leads to a noticeable (7.4 kcal/mol)
lowering of the energy (see Figure 3). Simultaneously with the
energy lowering localization of the electron density on one end
of the molecule occurs in the S1 state, as shown with the red
dashed line in Figure 3. At the S1 minimum, accumulation of
the extra charge on one end of the molecule reaches 0.57.
Using the geometries of the left and right minima and the

TS on the S1 PES, a MEP connecting these geometries was set
up and optimized with the NEB method.98,99 The MEP
comprises 103 images in total and the energy profile of the S1
PES along the MEP is shown in Figure 3 along with the total
Mulliken charge on the right allyl fragment of TME. The MEP
is shown as a function of the difference of the average
pyramidalization angles of the CH2 groups on the opposite
ends of the molecule, Δφ = (φ1

right + φ2
right)/2 − (φ1

lef t + φ2
lef t)/2.

Along the MEP, accumulation of the charge occurs
extremely quickly, within the range Δφ ∈ [0°,0.5°] the extra
charge on one end of the molecule varies from 0 to 0.53 (see
the right inset in Figure 3). At the same time, the energy varies
only slightly, by ca. 0.2 kcal/mol (see the left inset in Figure 3).
However, the further pyramidalization of the CH2 groups on
one end of the molecule results in the energy lowering by ∼7.2
kcal/mol without any noticeable change in the electron density
accumulation.
The observed variations of the geometry and the electron

density along the MEP result in a considerable reorganization
of the Dyson orbitals of TME in the S1 state (see Figure 4). At
the D2 symmetric TS geometry, both frontier Dyson’s orbitals
have fractional norms, |γ|7a

2 = 0.5026 and |γ|6b1
2 = 0.5007, which

are related to the fractional occupation numbers of the
respective natural orbitals, 1.0041 and 0.9998. The S1 state at
the TS geometry displays characteristics typical of an OSS
configuration and mixing with the DES configuration is
forbidden by symmetry. As the gap between the OSS and
the DES electronic configurations is only 0.4 kcal/mol, a slight
geometric distortion away from the D2 symmetry enables
mixing between these configurations and leads to an SP of the
S1 electron density.
This is manifested in the change of the shape and the norms

of the frontier Dyson orbitals, as shown in Figure 4. The
former 6b1 orbital becomes rapidly localized on the right allyl
fragment of TME and its norm grows up to unity. However, its
energy remains nearly constant, which suggests that stabiliza-
tion due to the pyramidalization is largely outweighed by
accumulation of the negative charge on the right end of the
molecule. The former 7a orbital localizes on the left allyl
fragment and its energy sinks due to the buildup of the positive
charge on the left end of the molecule. The norm of this orbital
rapidly decreases to nearly zero; however, the decrease of the
norm is nonmonotonic (see the blue lines in Figure 4). A few
spikes in |γ|2 occur as a result of crossing the energy levels of
other Dyson’s orbitals; not shown in Figure 4.
Hence, what is observed in the S1 state of TME is the

localization of the electron density on one end of the molecule
by geometric distortion. Although a substantial charge
accumulation (0.57) occurs, this does not lead to a
considerable change of the electron binding energy in the

Scheme 3. Equilibrium Conformations of TME in the S0 and
S1 States

aThe respective point group is shown beside the conformation. The
light gray lines show the energy levels obtained by vertical excitation/
deexcitation at the equilibrium geometries. The insets show the
definition of the pyramidalization angle φ of the CH2 groups and the
fractionally occupied frontier orbitals of TME (under D2 symmetry).
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highest Dyson orbital, which remains at nearly constant eBE, as
shown in Figure 4. A due question is then whether the charge
shift can be mediated by the molecular vibrations occurring in
an S1 equilibrium conformation?
At the TS geometry, the transition vector (see Figure 3)

corresponds to a b1-symmetric superposition of pyramidaliza-
tion displacements of the terminal CH2 groups such that it
connects the two C2 symmetric S1 minima. At the C2
symmetric geometries of the S1 minima, there are several
vibrational normal modes that describe pyramidalization
distortion of the terminal CH2 groups. Specifically, two of
the a-symmetric (in C2 group) modes, ν9

(4a) and ν12
(6a), are IR

active (see Figure 5) and can be selectively excited by an IR
laser. The barrier height for the electron density transfer from
one end of TME to another is only 7.4 kcal/mol (see Figure 3)
and this amounts to 4−5 vibrational quanta. It may therefore
be hypothesized that the electron transfer in the S1 state of
TME (or a similar ground-state diradical) can be initiated and
controlled by selective excitation of one or a few vibrational
normal modes with an IR laser, vaguely similar to control of
the ground-state reactions.110

3.3. TCNQ-TTF. Donor−acceptor dyads, such as tetracya-
noquinodimethane (TCNQ)tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) dyad,
were first proposed by Aviram and Ratner111 as prototype
molecular rectifiers (diodes). As TTF is an efficient π-donor
unit112 and TCNQ is a powerful electron acceptor,113 a
TCNQ-TTF dyad is supposed to conduct electricity in only

one direction, from TTF to TCNQ, and display near-zero
conductance in the opposite direction.111

In ref42, a TCNQ-TTF dyad, where the donor and acceptor
units were connected by bicyclopentene bridge, was studied
using the SSR(3,2)/CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* and the SSR(3,2)/
BH&HLYP/6-31G* methods. As the analytical derivative
formalism for SSR(3,2) was not available at the time of
publication of ref42, only the unrelaxed density matrix was
analyzed. In the present work, the dependence of the relaxed
density matrix as well as the Dyson orbitals of the TCNQ-TTF
dyad on an external electric field applied along the long
molecular axis is investigated (see Figure 6). In these
calculations, the ground-state equilibrium geometry was
optimized by the SSR(3,2)/BH&HLYP/6-31G* method,
which was used throughout the calculations reported in the
following.
At zero electric field, the S0 state of TCNQ-TTF is well

approximated by a closed-shell single determinant with the

Figure 3. MEP connecting the two C2 symmetric S1,min geometries and passing through the D2 symmetric TS on the S1 surface. The MEP is
represented by the difference Δφ of the average pyramidalization angles of the left and right CH2 groups. The blue line shows the relative energy
(kcal/mol) with respect to the S1,min conformation. The red line shows the total Mulliken charge on the right allyl fragment of TME. The insets
display close-ups on the highlighted area.
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highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) located on the
TTF unit and the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO) on the
TCNQ unit. The HOMO → LUMO transition results in the
formation of an OSS-type electronic state, which lies 1.44 eV
above S0 and displays pronounced charge-transfer character-
istics (see Figure 6). In the S1 state, ca. 0.5 electron is
transferred from the TTF to the TCNQ unit. Due to
conjugation through the bicyclopentene bridge, the amount
of charge transfer is somewhat less than one electron; breaking

the conjugation results in transferring nearly one electron in
the S1 state.

42 Using the EKT-SSR(3,2) method, the difference
of the energies of the first ionization Dyson orbital (the first
ionization potential) and the first electron addition Dyson
orbital (the first electron affinity), i.e., the fundamental gap,
amounts to 1.89 eV, which means that the electron−hole
attraction is in the range of ca. 0.45 eV. This indicates a
relatively strong coupling between the donor and acceptor
units.42

Figure 4. Dyson’s orbitals of TME along the MEP in Figure 3. The norms and the respective eBE of the π-type frontier Dyson orbitals are shown
by the thick blue and red lines. The thin lines show projections on the respective planes. The MEP is represented by the difference Δφ of the
average pyramidalization angles of the left and right CH2 groups. The insets show the shape of Dyson’s orbitals at the designated points along the
MEP. The symmetry labels of the frontier Dyson orbitals are given at the D2 symmetric geometry of the TS at the center of the MEP. The
remaining geometries along the MEP have C1 symmetry, and the respective Dyson orbitals belong to the a symmetry species.

Figure 5. Vibrational normal modes corresponding to pyramidalization distortion of the terminal CH2 groups at the S1 equilibrium geometry of
TME. The IR intensities (km/mol) are given in parentheses.
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The electron removal Dyson orbitals, shown in Figure 7,
point out that, at zero field, the S0 state is a typical closed-shell
electronic configuration, where the Dyson orbital located on
TTF has near unity norm and the orbital on TCNQ has near-
zero norm. As the field strength increases, the S0 electron
density is polarized and, at the field strength of ca. 0.0046 au,
the first electron transfer occurs from TTF to TCNQ, thus
creating a diradical electronic configuration TCNQ−•−TTF+•.
This is manifested in a rapid increase of the Mulliken charge
on the TTF unit (Figure 6) and in rapid convergence of the
norms of Dyson’s orbitals in the left panel of Figure 7 to half-
integer values. The latter are indicative of the formation of a
diradical state.62,86

The S0 state remains diradical within the [0.0046, 0.0164] au
range of field strengths. After the field strength of 0.0164 au,
the second electron transfer event occurs and a closed-shell
TCNQ2−−TTF2+ configuration is formed. The charge on the
TTF unit rapidly grows to 1.96 and the Dyson orbitals norms

attain near-unity (on TCNQ) and near-zero (on TTF) values
(see Figure 7). The step-wise electron transfer agrees with the
physical intuition and with a simple analytical model derived in
ref42.
The S1 state, which is formed by TTF→TCNQ electron

transfer, retains its open-shell characteristics up until the
moment, when the electron transfer in the S0 state takes place.
As seen in Figure 7, the fractional norms of the frontier Dyson
orbitals are initially driven by the field toward the half-integer
values, indicative of strengthening the open-shell character-
istics; however, when the field reaches ca. 0.005 au, the norms
rapidly change to zero and unity. This indicates that, when the
TTF→TCNQ charge transfer in the S0 occurs, a back transfer
TTF+•←TCNQ−• takes place in the S1 state, which acquires
closed-shell characteristics. This is accompanied by a rapid
decrease of the charge on the TTF unit (see Figure 6).
It might have been expected that the S1 state would retain its

closed-shell characteristics and the TCNQ0−TTF0 electronic
configuration within the whole range of field strengths, where
the S0 state remains diradical. However, somewhat counter-
intuitively, near the field strength 0.0104 au, the polarity of the
S1 state suddenly reverses and it corresponds to a forward (i.e.,
TTF→TCNQ) transfer of two electrons. In fact, this is yet
another manifestation of SP, as can be established from a
simple reasoning.
Indeed, at zero field, the S0 state is a closed-shell

configuration that can be approximated by a PPS-type
w a v e f u n c t i o n

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ| ̅ ⟩ − | ̅ ⟩n n/2 /2TTF TTF TTF TCNQ TCNQ TCNQ ( s e e

Scheme 2), where the orbitals ϕTTF and ϕTCNQ are localized
on TTF and TCNQ, respectively, and the occupation numbers
are nTTF ∼ 2 and nTCNQ ∼ 0. The DES configuration in Scheme
2 corresponds to a two-configurational wavefunction

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ| ̅ ⟩ + | ̅ ⟩n n/2 /2TCNQ TTF TTF TTF TCNQ TCNQ , i .e., to

the (strongly polar) TCNQ2−−TTF2+ electron configuration.
As the field strength increases, the energy of the DES
configuration is lowered and, at some point, it becomes nearly
degenerate with the OSS configuration (the S1 state). Hence,
at the intermediate field strengths, there are favorable
conditions for mixing between the OSS and the DES
configurations in the S1 state,

42 i.e., for SP.
The occurrence of SP in the S1 state of D−A dyads, such as

TCNQ-TTF, suggests that the dyads can function as molecular
analogs of light-gated transistors. Indeed, when a voltage
applied to a dyad in the S0 state causes electron transfer, a

Figure 6. Dependence of the Mulliken charge on TTF, Q(TTF), and
the relative energy ΔE (with respect to the S0 energy at zero field) of
the S0 (the blue lines) and the S1 (the red lines) states of TCNQ-TTF
dyad on external electric field. The electric field is aligned with the
long molecular axis; see the inset in the top.

Figure 7. Dependence of the frontier (electron removal) Dyson orbitals localized predominantly on the TTF unit, ϕTTF (the blue lines), and on the
TCNQ unit, ϕTCNQ (the red lines), on external electric field. The left panel shows the electron binding energy and the norm of the Dyson orbitals
in the S0 state of TCNQ-TTF, and the right panel shows that in the S1 state of TCNQ-TTF.
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conducting state is formed, as evidenced by the occurrence of
the fractionally normalized Dyson orbitals (the fractional
norms correspond to fractionally occupied natural orbitals).
Photoexcitation of the dyad in the open-shell ground state (at
finite voltage) leads to formation of an insulating closed-shell
excited state, which is evidenced by the norms of the respective
Dyson orbitals approaching the integer values, 1 or 0. Hence,
this should enable modulation of the electric current through
the device by light absorption.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, functionality of the eDFT REKS methodology
was extended by developing and implementing the analytical
derivatives of the individual states for the SSR(3,2) method.42

As the SSR(3,2) method includes the contribution of
zwitterionic doubly excited electronic configuration explicitly
into the state-interaction secular equation, this enables a more
accurate description of a number of phenomena. In particular,
the SSR(3,2) method provides a very accurate description of
the charge-transfer excited states in donor−acceptor systems.42

The first application of the method to donor−acceptor systems
has shown that, for a benchmark set of Ar-TCNE (Ar =
benzene, toluene, naphthalene, o-xylene) adducts,80 the
method outperforms the standard TDDFT formalism,42 even
when the latter is used in connection with the individually
tuned range-separated density functionals.32 However, the
SSR(3,2) methodology was incomplete, as the analytical
energy derivatives and, hence, the relaxed density matrices
were not available for the individual states. This precluded the
automatic geometry optimization and the accurate analysis of
the electron density distributions in the individual states.
The presented analytical derivatives formalism for SSR(3,2)

is easy to implement in computing programs and does not
require a computational overhead compared to the previously
presented SSR(2,2) method.47 The availability of both the
relaxed density matrix and the molecular Lagrangian enables an
easy computation of the ionization energies through the
application of the extended Koopmans’ theorem.61 This
extends the applicability of the EKT-SSR formalism, developed
earlier in connection with the SSR(2,2) method.62,63

The new methodology was applied in this work to study SP
in the excited states of molecules, the ground electronic state of
which has pronounced diradical characteristics. The concept of
SP was proposed by Bonacǐc-́Koutecky ́ et al.8 and Brooks and
Schaefer9 based on the empirical observation of unusual ionic
reactivity in the excited states of olefins.14,15 The phenomenon
was extensively studied in the theoretical literature,7−13 and the
present work does not attempt to challenge any of the
previously drawn conclusions. Instead, the present work
pursues to illustrate application of the SSR(3,2) methodology
and capabilities of the method.
Indeed, SP originates from coupling between the zwitter-

ionic excited electronic configurations of the OSS-type and the
DES-type, colloquially known as the V (or Z1) and Z (or Z2)
states of olefins.8,9,15 As the SSR(3,2) method includes all of
the relevant electronic configurations, it is capable of
describing SP. Indeed, in the case of a ground-state
diradical,16,17 the S0 state is well approximated by a covalent
configuration 1/√2|ϕ′a ϕ̅′b⟩ + 1/√2|ϕ′b ϕ̅′a⟩ and the V and Z
excited states by the 1/√2|ϕ′a ϕ̅′a⟩ − 1/√2|ϕ′b ϕ̅′b⟩ and 1/
√2|ϕ′a ϕ̅′a⟩ + 1/√2|ϕ′b ϕ̅′b⟩ configurations, respectively,
which are precisely the PPS, OSS, and DES configurations of
SSR(3,2) shown in Scheme 2. Coupling between the V and Z

configurations, present in the SSR(3,2) secular equation,
enables localization of the electron density in the excited states
without requiring such a localization in the S0 state.
A few examples of SP considered in this work are the lowest

singlet excited state of ethylene, the excited state of TME, and
the excited state of TCNQ-TTF donor−acceptor dyad.
Ethylene is, perhaps, the paradigmatic example of a molecule,
where SP occurs.8,9 It was studied here along a simple
pyramidalization path of the 90° twisted ethylene,8,9 as well as
along a complete minimum energy path connecting the FC
geometry with the twisted-pyramidalized MECI.95−97 Gen-
erally, the results obtained for ethylene are consistent with the
previous computational studies8,9 and with the experimental
observations,14,15 thus illustrating reliability of the computa-
tional method.
For TME, the electron density localization on one or the

other end of the molecule was found in dependence of
geometric distortion. In the S0 state, TME attains either planar
or 90° twisted conformation105−107,109 with D2h or D2d
symmetry, respectively. However, its S1 state has two global
C2 symmetric minima with broken inversion symmetry. The
symmetry breaking is the result of SP, which is mediated by
pyramidalization of the carbon atoms at one end of the
molecule. The two minima are connected by a shallow (7.4
kcal/mol) D2 symmetric transition state and transition
between the minima is enabled by a few vibrational normal
modes with frequencies in the range of 600-700 cm−1. Hence,
in this, or similar, molecules selective excitation of the
respective vibrational modes can generate alternating charge
shift from one end of the molecule to another.
In the TCNQ-TTF dyad,111 a number of manifestations of

SP were computationally detected. Depending on the strength
of electric field applied along the long axis of the molecule, the
ground state can be described by a closed-shell TCNQ0−TTF0
configuration, a one-electron transfer open-shell TCNQ−•−
TTF,• configuration, or a closed-shell TCNQ2−−TTF2+

configuration. The SSR(3,2) method provides the physically
correct step-wise electron transfer driven by the electric field in
the S0 state.42 In the S1 state of TCNQ-TTF, the SSR(3,2)
method predicts that the electron transfer proceeds in the
direction opposing the transfer in the S0 state (see Figure 6).
The most interesting observation is that, at intermediate field
strengths, when the S0 state has diradical characteristics, the
direction of the S1 electron transfer can be inverted from
backward to forward by slightly varying the field strength; this
is yet another manifestation of SP. Analysis of the Dyson
orbitals obtained by the EKT-SSR(3,2) method shows that, at
these field strengths, the S1 state of TCNQ-TTF can be
characterized as a closed-shell insulating state. At the same
time, the S0 state remains an open-shell conducting state.
These observations suggest that TCNQ-TTF, or similar D−A
dyads, can potentially be used as the light-gated transistors in
molecular electronic devices.
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